SupplyOnline - Supplier Portal for the Asia Pacific Region

As the automotive industry evolves through merger and acquisition, companies are deploying “smart growth strategies” to expand their business into Asia, making it the largest developing region in the world. When you decided to establish your presence in Asia, it was to maintain global competitiveness. So, how you manage your global supply chain enables your competitive advantage. That’s why Covisint developed SupplyOnline, a global B2B supplier portal – to address the specific communication needs for OEM’s and suppliers in Asia. The solution was designed and developed based upon requirements gathered from numerous suppliers in the Asia Pacific region.

Order to Payment Visibility with Metrics

The SupplyOnline portal allows buyers to share order, forecast and payment information with suppliers over the Internet. The built-in dashboard makes it easy for suppliers to confirm orders, shipment quantity and alert the customer when shipment has been made with just a few keystrokes. With SupplyOnline, both customer and supplier view the same information, making collaboration easier than ever. In a world where business seems to be complex, we make the “Order to Cash” lifecycle simple to manage. Tired of using too many applications to track supplier performance?

Managing supplier performance is usually done by both the customer and suppliers, resulting in a duplication of effort to manage the same information. Now you can use a single portal to track supplier performance, using the same data to get the same results. Suppliers can view how they are performing without waiting for the customer to call or send a report. This is an easy way to track metrics using the same portal view.

Benefits of Covisint’s SupplyOnline

- MMOG compliant with electronic communication, a highly weighted criteria
- Reduce potential production line down situation
- Access information from any location, anytime, anywhere
- Improves supply chain management and efficient communication
- Customer can easily predict shipment arrival time by viewing supplier ASN
- Automate Order to Payment process by reducing or eliminating redundant phone calls, faxes, messages

Features

- ERP agnostic
- Intuitive Graphical User Interface
- Bulletin Board where customers and suppliers can communicate
- Broadcast Information to one, many or all suppliers
- Upload Purchase Order flat file to SupplyOnline
- Confirm Purchase Order Quantity
- Forecast and Daily Schedule Visibility
- Turnaround data to complete Advance Ship Notice (ASN) to customer
- ASN validation before sending to customer
- Performance metric tracking
- Export data in XML, Excel or PDF format
- Metric statistics can be uploaded into Excel
- Print bar code labels
Covisint’s B2B Cloud Platform

SupplyOnline is a solution provided through Covisint’s B2B Cloud Platform which provides a single entry point that enables people and devices to exchange information and ideas without limitations or boundaries across the extended enterprise. Today, Covisint is trusted by some of the biggest brand names around the globe to connect more than 212,000 business partners, suppliers and customers and has processed over $1 trillion in transacted business since 2000.

Delivered in six languages, Covisint’s SupplyOnline is backed by the power and performance of ExchangeLink which includes:

- “Always On” Data Center delivering industry-leading SLAs - 99.997% uptime
- Covisint’s Trusted Identity Platform — enabling single signon and secure access to applications and information
- Reliable EDI services without the cost and complexity of on-premise software